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In order to tap the advantages of Narrow Band-Internet of Things (NB-IoT) on the demand
side of the smart grid, improve the security of information transmission, and make use of
demand-side data, we focus on the secure transmission, trusted services, and intelligent
analysis of “5G + Smart Grid,” and we construct a comprehensive solution which consists of
encrypted data terminals,management systems, and intelligent analysismethods. A 5GNB-
IoT framework proposed in this study can serve grid planning and demand response, and it
can further promote the deep integration of 5G and the smart grid. Therefore, this research
will contribute to the implementation of a new generation of information technology on the
smart grid, build a deep integration application scenario of the “5G + Smart Grid,” improve
the intelligence of the grids, and further promote the “dual carbon” goal of the power system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The smart grid is an electricity network that can cost-efficiently integrate the behavior and actions of
all users, including generators, consumers, and those that both generate and consume, in order to
ensure the power system is economically efficient and sustainable with low losses and high levels of
quality, security of supply, and safety (TEN-E, 2017). The smart grid uses the IoT technology to add
intelligence and monitoring to every node. The applications of the smart grid can balance the flow of
power more efficiently. They can detect surges, outages, and energy waste. They can also deal with
peak loads or fluctuations immediately and automatically.

With large-scale access to renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, and electric vehicles, and
distributed access to demand-side energy storage, the power system is changing dramatically. The
power system is becoming more diverse in terms of forms of energy supply, massive amounts of data,
and ways of interaction and control.

The demand side is the “nerve ending” of the smart grid, which has the characteristics of a large
number of terminals and extensive connection of equipment. A safe, reliable, and intelligent demand
side is the cornerstone of the power system. Two-way communication among generators,
transmitters, and customers is the key to the smart grid. This mutual intelligent system offers
solid benefits, including energy management, reliability and resilience, and the integration of
intermittent renewable energy generation and storage. It also accommodates distributed power
generation and microgrids, enhances the value of electric vehicles, and gives customers greater
choices of how and when to use electricity (IIOT Power, 2019; Xu et al., 2020a; Xu et al., 2020b; Yuan
et al., 2021).

The downside of the smart grid is how to interact with each other between those
interconnections—driven by IoT technologies, data flow, and information management. In terms
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of its nature, do the disadvantages offer cybersecurity threats,
opportunities for malevolent forces to intrude, disrupt, or
destroy? (IIOT Power, 2019).

Most of the research studies on demand-side information
security by scholars belong to the scope of a home area network
(HAN) and a neighborhood area network (NAN) in the advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) framework, which can be divided
into two categories: one does not use any encryption means, but
other methods are used to ensure the security of demand-side
information, such as connecting batteries and other equipment
on the user side, or adding noise to the demand-side information
artificially (Yuan et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2022;
Chen et al., 2013). The aforementioned methods ensure the safety
of the user’s personal information but reduce the usability of the
information. Lu et al (2012) proposed a privacy protection and
data aggregation scheme based on homomorphic encryption,
which can prevent the leakage of user privacy during smart
grid communication. Abdallah and Shen (2015) proposed a
lattice-based number theory research unit (NTRU) public key
cryptosystem with low computing resource consumption, which
enabled the use of a more secure public key cryptosystem in the
demand-side network while still achieving low computing
resource consumption. Nicanfar et al (2012) proposed an
identity-based public key encryption system to construct an
identity authentication strategy suitable for a HAN. Jokar et al
(2011) proposed an intrusion detection scheme at the physical
layer and 802.15.4 Media Access Control (MAC) layer to
determine whether the HAN has been invaded by detecting
signal strength, data size, format, and flow direction.
Sanduleac and Ciornei (2021) proposed a general framework
for extracting technical knowledge from high reporting rate smart
meters (HRRSM) data to strengthen distribution system operator
(DSO) monitoring tools to protect the privacy of users.

Through the analysis of the aforementioned secure
transmission methods, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1) At present, the demand side mostly adopts the neighborhood
area network and local area network framework in the AMI
framework, and the advantages of the 5G Massive Machine-
Type Communication Wide Area Network (mMTC WAN)
have not yet emerged.

2) The current research studies only focus on the efficiency and
structure of transmission but have not paid enough attention
to the issue of information security transmission in the
context of a two-way interaction.

3) How to use intelligent approaches to increase the value of
demand-side data requires urgent attention.

In response to the aforementioned problems, we focus on the
secure transmission, trusted services, and intelligent analysis of
the “5G + Smart Grid” and construct an all-round solution
consisting of encrypted data terminals, management systems,
and intelligent analysis methods. The proposed “5G + Smart
Grid” framework can service grid planning, demand response,
and promote the deep integration of 5G and the smart grid.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In section 2, the
features of the demand side of the smart grid are analyzed.

Section 3 describes the overall technical framework of the
proposed 5G NB-IoT secure transmission and intelligent
analysis of demand-side data in the smart grid. Sections 4–6
describe the secure transmission system, trusted service
management system, and data intelligent analysis system in
detail, respectively. Finally, the conclusion is stated in section 7.

2 ANALYSIS OF THE DEMAND SIDE IN THE
SMART GRID

We consider the demand side in the smart grid that contains a
distributing substation, distributed power source, distributed
energy storage, industrial electricity supply, and residential
electricity supply, as shown in Figure 1. Sometimes, the
concepts of the distributed power source and distributed
energy storage are confused. For example, electric vehicles are
both distributed power sources and distributed energy storage.
Photovoltaic power stations as distributed power sources may
also be equipped with energy storage, to become distributed
energy storage.

Generally, each distributed power source, distributed energy
storage, industrial electricity customer, and residential electricity
customer is connected to the distribution network through a
smart meter (SM). In industrial application scenarios, various
pieces of electrical equipment are connected to the mains through
smart sockets (SS), such as lighting equipment, charging
equipment, hoister, blowers, heaters, refrigerators, air
conditioners, water heaters, cookers, and washing machines.
The Intelligent Distribution Trans-former supervisory
Terminal Unit (iTTU) is responsible for monitoring the
working status of transformers and the entire distribution
network.

In the next-generation power distribution network, each
iTTU, SM, and SS is responsible for monitoring the voltage,
current, active power, reactive power, and other information of
relevant nodes. They must have communication functions to
transfer the grid data to the data center in real time for further
analysis. The basic features of the next-generation demand side in
the smart grid can be summarized as follows.

1) Large number of nodes.

As mentioned previously, on the demand side of the smart
grid, each node will have at least one SM. Each electrical
apparatus will be connected to the mains through SS. It will
result in a user having dozens of data nodes, while a power
distribution network will have thousands of data nodes.

2) Many application scenarios.

The application scenarios on the user side include a
distributing substation, distributed power source, distributed
energy storage, industrial electricity supply, residential
electricity supply, smart power distribution, and others. At the
same time, it covers multiple stakeholders, such as equipment
manufacturers, telecom operators, and users. Once a data leakage
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problem occurs, it is difficult to clarify the security
responsibilities.

3) Fast iteration speed and emerging security upgrade risks.

At present, the communication architecture of the smart grid
has not yet been unified, the business and profit models have not
yet been clarified, and the communication protocol between the
various entities has not yet formed a unified standard; meanwhile,
with the rapid development of the smart grid, new things and new
models are constantly emerging. Therefore, smart grid data
terminals must have high-security upgrade management
functions and convenient software iteration speed to adapt to
the new models and new requirements.

In view of the aforementioned characteristics of the demand
side of the smart grid, combined with its basic characteristics, the
smart grid data transmission system should have the following
attributes.

1) Low power consumption and massive connection
characteristics to facilitate massive deployment in the area
and long-term reliable operation in battery-powered
scenarios.

2) Complete the perception layer security functions such as
physical data security, trusted service management, security
upgrade management, and key life cycle management.

3) A complete network layer security solution adopts a unified
communication system to facilitate unified deployment on a
global scale and has a complete IoT card security
management chain.

4) Access stratum (AS) and non-access stratum (NAS) network
layer security features.

3 OVERALL TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK

NB-IoT is a new and streamlined IoT terminal communication
technology proposed by 3 GPP R13 on the basis of long-term
evolution (LTE) technology. It is a narrowband wireless cellular
communication technology specially designed for the IoT to
achieve the requirements of large connection, wide coverage,
low power consumption, etc. From the perspective of basic
features and network layer security features, NB-IoT highly
matches the needs of the demand side in the smart grid. The
basic characteristics of NB-IoT can be summarized as follows.

1) Deep coverage.

NB-IoT provides better deep coverage than other competing
technologies. It has a high transmit power spectral density (PSD).
In the downlink standalone mode, PSD is 43 dBm/180 kHz,
which is 17 dB higher than that of LTE; in the in-band mode,
PSD is 35 dBm/180 kHz, which is 9 dB higher than LTE. A
multiple retransmission technology is employed to increase
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) gain and exchange
coverage gain at a lower rate, and the maximum downlink
retransmission and uplink retransmission are 2,048 and 128
times, respectively. In general, the coverage radius of NB-IoT
is about 4 times that of GSM/LTE (Ratasuk et al., 2016; Martinez
et al., 2019).

FIGURE 1 | Demand side in the smart grid.
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2) Ultralow power consumption.

NB-IoT has a power saving mode (PSM) and an extended
discontinuous reception (eDRX) mode, which greatly reduce the
power consumption of the module. In the PSM, the terminal is still
registered on the network but cannot obtain the signal, so the
terminal maintains a long time of deep sleep to save power. In
the eDRXmode, the idle mode discontinuous reception cycle ranges
from seconds to hours, and the connection mode discontinuous
reception cycle supports 5.12 and 10.24 s, which greatly improves the
downlink reachability during a low-power operation. Ultralow
power consumption can ensure that a battery-powered NB-IoT
terminal has a long service life of up to 10 years (depending on the
specific application) (Wang et al., 2017; Kanj et al., 2020).

3) Ultralow cost.

By simplifying the protocol stack, the radio frequency circuit,
and the complexity of baseband processing, NB-IoT does not
require a duplexer, so out-of-band and blocking indicators are
reduced. For example, it reduces baseband complexity and radio
frequency circuits by 10% and 65%, respectively (Hoglund et al.,
2020; Ballerini et al., 2020; Li et al., 2017). At present, the cost of
NB-IoT modules has fallen below 15 yuan.

4) Massive connections.

NB-IoT adopts the narrowband technology and upper/lower
equivalent power enhancement technology, thereby greatly
increasing the channel capacity. NB-IoT improves spectral density
by reducing the signaling overhead of the air interface. Through the
optimization of the base station and the core network, NB-IoT
realizes independent admission congestion control, downlink data
buffering, and terminal context storage, which can achieve 50,000
connections/cell (Zayas et al., 2017; Sultania et al., 2020).

In terms of network layer security, NB-IoT has the following
characteristics:

1) For terminals that support both the control plane optimized
transmission scheme and the user plane optimized
transmission scheme, NB-IoT adopts two layers of security
mechanisms: AS and NAS. The former ensures Radio
Resource Control (RRC) security and user plane security in
the access network. The latter ensures NAS security in Evolved
Packet Core (EPC).

2) By defining access safe management entity (ASME), NB-IoT
realizes that the access network receives the highest level key
from a home subscriber server (HSS). In addition, NB-IoT
constructs a four-layer key structure, including terminal and
HSS shared keys, terminal and ASME shared keys, terminal
and mobility management entity (MME) shared keys, and
terminal and base station shared keys.

3) The security activation of the access layer and the non-access
layer is completed through security mode control (SMC), and
the security of the access layer can be reactivated through the
RRC connection re-establishment process and the RRC
connection recovery process.

4) By using the integrity protection key and integrity check code
(consisting of count value, bearer identification, upstream and
downstream direction indication, and data content), a data
integrity protection mechanism is constructed to ensure data
integrity (Lu et al., 2020).

The basic characteristics and network layer security
characteristics of NB-IoT show that it has the ability for large-
scale deployment in the demand side of the smart grid. However,
the basic characteristics of the energy IoT, such as the large
number of nodes, many application scenarios, fast iteration
speed, and constant risks of security upgrade, also put forward
strict security requirements for NB-IoT module hardware,
module software, and IoT card management.

Focusing on the secure transmission and intelligent analysis of
massive data on the demand side of the smart grid and based on
application scenarios such as a distributing substation,
distributed power source, distributed energy storage, industrial
electricity supply, and residential electricity supply, this study
constructs a technical framework of “5G NB-IoT + Smart Grids,”
as shown in Figure 2. The framework includes data secure
transmission, trusted service management of data
transmission, and the intelligent analysis of demand-side data
based on machine learning. The technical details of the three
aspects will be described in detail in the following sections.

4 SECURE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The smart grid demand-side data secure transmission system consists
of two parts, the NB-IoT encrypted data terminal and the data
transmission management system. As shown in Figure 3, the NB-
IoT smart grid encrypted data terminal hardware takes the NB-IoT
security module as the core, supplemented by peripheral circuits such
as data acquisition and power management. The NB-IoT smart grid
data transmission system is composed of a smart grid data terminal
on the demand side, an NB-IoT base station of a telecom operator, a
smart grid data server and application server, as well as a visualization
platform, a Web client, and a mobile app, as shown in Figure 4.

The core of the smart grid demand-side data secure
transmission system lies in the NB-IoT security module, which
consists of the highly integrated SoC of NB-IoT R16/R17, SE-SIM
(ESAM), and SE-SIM (eSIM). The software of the NB-IoT
security module consists of AES/3DES, SDK software, RTOS
software, eSIM application software, and eSIM OS. Among these,
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and triple data encryption
standard (3DES) are two standards in present data encryption.
AES is a new encryption using an alternative replacement
network, while 3DES is only an adaptation of the old DES
encryption relying on a balanced Feistel network.

5 TRUSTED SERVICE MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM

The main function of the trusted service management platform is
to provide cloud management services for data secure
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transmission systems in the demand side of the smart grid. Its
core technologies include trusted service management, security
upgrademanagement, and key lifecycle management, as shown in
Figure 5.

1) Trusted service management.

Trusted service management is the top level of the whole
platform. It is mainly responsible for the function management of
the entire platform, including security element management,
security domain management, application provider
management, application information management,
application lifecycle management, security element (SE) life

FIGURE 2 | Overall technical framework of secure transmission and intelligent analysis of demand-side data in smart grids based on NB-IoT.

FIGURE 3 | Hardware structure of the NB-IoT encrypted data terminal.

FIGURE 4 | Structure of a secure transmission system.
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management, security domain (SD) lifecycle management, and
business template management.

2) Security upgrade management.

If the software code of the data terminal needs to be
upgraded due to functional changes, bug corrections,
version updates, and other reasons, the safety of the
upgrade process must be ensured. Security upgrade
management mainly includes application locking,
application personalization, application unlocking,
application downloading, application deleting, application
migration, application upgradation, and resume breakpoint.

3) Key lifecycle management.

The lifecycle management of keys is a necessary means to
ensure data security. The key lifecycle management system

includes key generation, key issuance, key storage, key
archiving, key backup, key recovery, key destruction, and key
exporting.

6 DATA INTELLIGENT ANALYSIS

The overall structure of the demand-side data intelligent analysis
system is shown in Figure 6. First, pre-processing operations
such as sampling, data standardization, and data cleaning are
performed on massive data. Then the user load pattern is
determined through cluster analysis. On this basis, demand-
side flexibility is quantitatively analyzed, and regression
prediction is performed on the grid load. The analysis results
will serve for grid planning, demand response, new energy
consumption, etc.

1) Cluster analysis of daily load.

FIGURE 5 | Structure of a trusted service management.

FIGURE 6 | Framework work of data intelligent analysis based on machine learning.
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According to different electricity consumption habits, the load
on the demand side presents diverse characteristics. The daily
load curve at a specific time interval can be used as the clustering
feature. Taking 24 typical load characteristics in different seasons
as clustering objectives, the user load characteristics can be curved
through cluster analysis.

Assuming that the daily load curve of user i at hour intervals is
Ri, a 24-dimensional vector is obtained after normalization, and
the Euclidean distance between the daily load data of user i and
the typical load characteristic j is

d(Ri,Rj) �
������������
∑24
t�1

(Rit − Rjt)2
√√

, (1)

where Rit and Rjt are the loads at t hours of user i and of the
typical load characteristic j, respectively. The clustering objective
function is the sum of the squares of minimum errors of k
clusters, that is,

E � ∑k
i�1

∑
R∈Ci

d2(R, μ(Ci)), (2)

where, μ(Ci) is the cluster center of Ci.

2) Demand-side flexible evaluation.

According to the clustering results of daily load characteristics,
through the evaluation of the user’s removable and adjustable
load, the demand-side flexible quantitative evaluation can be
realized (Yuan et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2021). The daily peak
contribution of user i on the jth month is defined as

Fi,j � 1
n
∑n
d�1

pd
i,j(td)

Pd
j (td)

, (3)

where pd
i,j(td) is the power demand of user i at time td on the jth

day, td is the time of system peak demand on the dth day of
mth month, and Pd

j (td) is the system peak demand at td (Yuan
et al., 2020).

3) Regression forecasting of daily load.

Based on the demand-side flexible measurement evaluation
results, combined with multi-user daily load characteristics, the
neural network regression prediction model of the time series of
the daily load can be constructed. The inputs of this model are
season, time, demand-side flexibility, user-side demand
management, and energy storage ratio.

7 CONCLUSION

Essentially, the smart grid is an IOT-enabled application that allows
utilities and their customers to exchange electricity and information
and thereby improves energy efficiency. On the demand side, the
value of IoT will be more prominent, due to the features such as a

large number of nodes, many application scenarios, fast iteration
speed, and emerging security upgrade risks. The rapid development
of 5G communication technology will provide new power for the
development of the smart grid. As the main technology of 5G
mMTC, NB-IoT highly matches the needs of the demand side in the
smart grid. Currently, the advantages of NB-IoT LPWAN in the
demand side of the smart grid have not yet emerged, the issue of
information security transmission has not been paid enough
attention to, the value of demand-side data has not been fully
tapped. Based on the aforementioned reasons, we constructed an
all-round solution which consists of encrypted data terminals,
management systems, and intelligent analysis methods. The main
contributions of this study are as follows:

1) We analyzed the basic features of the next-generation demand
side in the smart grid, the requirements of the data
transmission system, and the basic features and network
layer security features of NB-IoT. We also revealed that
NB-IoT has the ability for large-scale deployment in the
demand side of the smart grid.

2) We constructed the “5G NB-IoT + Smart Grids” technical
framework from aspects of data secure transmission, trusted
service management of data transmission, and the intelligent
analysis of demand-side data based on machine learning and
provided the technical details of the aforementioned three
aspects in detail.

This research will contribute to the implementation of new
generation information technologies on the smart grid, build a
“5G + smart grid” in-depth integration application scenario,
improve the intelligence of the grids, and further promote the
“dual carbon” goal in power systems.
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